
       Some standard communication           
approaches of  Aliens & the Occult:

1.  Levitation....refers to the phenomenon of  � free floating � , with either an inanimate or an
animate (person) object.  An example of this is in a seance where the spiritualist �s table lifts off
the ground....also, the experience of some abductee �s and how they were brought unto the alien
spaceship.

2.  Mental Telepathy.... an altered state of consciousness that enables a person �s body to be used
by a paranormal entity (an alien or a spirit guide) for communication.  A spirit guide is, in
Christian terms, a demon.  Mental telepathy is consistently used in alien encounters.

3.  Automatic handwriting....where a medium or spiritualist begins to write (without apparent
awareness) under the control of a paranormal entity (an alien or a spirit guide).

4.  Clairvoyance....mentally  � seeing �  physical objects or events at a distance by psysic means.  It
involves the ability to perceive things beyond physical reality.....to see and sometimes describe
so-called  future events.

5.  Out-of-body experiences (also called astral projection)....involves the body remaining
stationary while the soul leaves the body and travels elsewhere....even (so claimed) to outer
space.

6.  Seance....a meeting where people attempt to communicate with the dead.  Mediums often use
the assistance of a spirit guide, a Ouija board and automatic handwriting.

7.  Spiritism....also called  �channeling �....attempts to communicate with dead human or extra-
human beings (like aliens) thru a human medium.  The TV shows  �Crossing Over �  with Jonathon
Edwards and  �The Pet Psysic �  involve  channeling.

While there are more Occultic methods (such as Astrology, tarot card reading, etc.), we should
ask ourselves these questions........
A.  Why do UFO �s only use occultic methods of communication instead of standard approaches,  
     like radio contact or direct physical contact with recognized governmental leaders?  
B.  Aren �t the aliens smart enough to realize that these occultic methods would be seen by us as    
    questionable?  
C.  Why don �t they contact governmental or scientific leaders who have much more influence?  
D.  Why do we get conflicting messages from them? Some of their statements are outright lies. 
E.  Why a religious message....what about providing us with medical cures or science that would  
     enhance our lives?  
F.  Why is their religious message diametrically opposed to Christianity (which we know to be      
 true)?


